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Introduction 

 

I am very pleased to be here today with such an impressive group of colleagues who do such 

great work to advance privacy protections alongside innovation and economic growth. 

 

I have had the privilege of working with many of you in other contexts, and I’m grateful to be 

sitting here among you today to discuss these important issues at the OECD. 

 

As some of you may know, I participated in the OECD’s Working Party on Information Privacy 

and Security for several years earlier in my career and appreciate OECD’s game changing work 

on the OECD Privacy Guidelines. 

 

We shouldn’t underestimate the value of those Guidelines and how much they have influenced 

the international privacy landscape over the past 30 years. 

 

I enjoyed listening to Madame Le Bail’s presentation on developments in Brussels, and 

appreciate the continued discussions that the EU and the United States have had on these topics 

as the EU takes on this significant revision to its Data Protection Directive. 

 

I think many of us in the room today share common goals in our desire to protect individual’s 

privacy while pursuing economic growth through increased trade and investment by supporting 

Internet innovation.   

 

I am here today to provide you with an update on privacy developments in the United States. 

 

 

Developments since December 2010 release of Commerce’s Green Paper on Privacy and 

Innovation  

 

Since the release of the Commerce Department’s Green Paper on Commercial Data Privacy and 

Innovation in the Internet Economy in December 2010, the Department has conducted additional 

stakeholder consultations and reviewed approximately 100 submitted comments. 

 

Based on these consultations and comments, we drafted a White Paper on Consumer Data 

Privacy that is expected to be released soon. 
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The White Paper outlines a framework for providing privacy protections while promoting 

innovation and growth, and represents the Obama Administration’s formal view on consumer 

data privacy policies in the United States. 

 

Key points of forthcoming White Paper (four pillars) 

 

The framework outlined in the White Paper consists of four key pillars: 

 

(1) A Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights; 

 

(2) A multi-stakeholder process to specify how the principles in the Consumer Privacy Bill of 

Rights apply in particular business contexts; 

 

(3) Effective enforcement; and  

 

(4) A commitment to increase interoperability with the privacy frameworks of our international 

partners. 

 

A number of you may be staying for the Data Protection and Privacy Commissioners Conference 

tomorrow and you will hear from my Commerce Department colleague, Larry Strickling, on the 

details of the White Paper and the overall legislative framework. 

 

I will focus my limited time on the interoperability piece of this framework during this 

morning’s session. 

 

 

Working Towards Interoperability 

 

In many ways, we have been working towards the goal of increasing interoperability for over ten 

years. 

 

Our work in this area began in response to the passage of the European Union’s Data Protection 

Directive in 1995. 

 

The Directive necessitated the creation of mechanisms to ensure that U.S. companies could 

continue to do business with firms in the EU without interruptions to data flows between the EU 

and the United States. 

 

U.S.-EU Safe Harbor Framework 

 

One of these mechanisms was the U.S.-EU Safe Harbor Framework.   
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When the Safe Harbor Framework was first launched in 2000, four companies self-certified their 

compliance to the program. 

 

 

Today, more than 2,900 companies of all sizes participate.   

 

Without a doubt the program has had and continues to have its critics.  

We believe that it has served as a valuable early model of interoperability, allowing cross border 

data flows to continue in a way that places a high value on the protection of personal data 

without unduly hindering trade and economic growth. 

 

The Safe Harbor is frequently referred to a mechanism that is used to “bridge the gap” between 

the different privacy approaches of the EU and the United States. 

 

FTC Enforcement Actions Under Safe Harbor 

 

One of the often heard areas of criticism has been the perceived lack of enforcement. 

 

The U.S. Federal Trade Commission’s recent enforcement actions with regard to Safe Harbor 

should dispel and address these criticisms. 

 

In October 2009, the FTC announced proposed settlement agreements with six companies over 

charges that they falsely claimed membership in the Safe Harbor.   

 

In March of this year, the FTC announced that Google agreed to settle charges that it used 

deceptive tactics and violated its own privacy promises to consumers when it launched its social 

network, Google Buzz, in 2010.   

 

Among the FTC’s allegations was that Google misrepresented that it was treating personal 

information from the European Union in accordance with the Safe Harbor framework because it 

failed to give consumers notice and choice before using their information for a different purpose 

from that for which it was collected. 

 

On October 24, the FTC gave final approval to the settlement with Google over the Buzz rollout. 

 

We believe that these actions and Safe Harbor in general have helped raise privacy awareness 

among small and medium-sized companies that might not otherwise be as actively engaged in 

protecting privacy in their daily business operations.  

 

White Paper discussion of International Interoperability  

 

In the forthcoming White Paper, we recognize that although governments may take different 

approaches to privacy protection, it is critical to the continued growth of the digital economy that 
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they strive to create interoperability between privacy regimes which are often substantively 

similar.   

 

 

The White Paper will highlight what we view as key components needed to increase 

international interoperability including:  

 

(1) Mutual recognition;  

 

(2) An international role for multi-stakeholder processes and codes of conduct; and  

 

(3) Enforcement cooperation.   

 

Each of these components clearly will depend on close and continual engagement with our 

international partners.   

 

We believe that two principles should determine whether the conditions for mutual recognition 

exist:   

 

(1) Effective enforcement; and  

 

(2) Mechanisms that allow organizations to demonstrate accountability. 

 

We hope that stakeholders will work together to identify globally acceptable accountability 

mechanisms when developing codes of conduct. 

 

 

The White Paper envisions that the FTC will continue to enhance its engagement with our 

international partners on  enforcement and explore ways to enhance their effectiveness.   

 

With regard to multi-stakeholder processes and codes of conduct, the Administration plans to 

pursue mechanisms – such as jointly developed codes of conduct – that support mutual 

recognition of legal regimes, facilitate the free flow of information, and address emerging 

privacy challenges.   

 

Since we can all agree that governments are not particularly able to keep up with the pace of 

technological innovation, we believe codes of conduct developed with international partners will 

allow for speed and flexibility in resolving emerging privacy issues. 

 

Finally, we note that robust enforcement cooperation is a necessary component of global 

interoperability. 
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The Global Privacy Enforcement Network (GPEN) is a great mechanism to further the 

development of privacy enforcement priorities, sharing of best practices, and support for joint 

enforcement initiatives.   

 

 

Enforcement agencies’ participation in privacy initiatives ongoing in the OECD, APEC, and the 

International Data Protection Commissioners’ Conference will help advance cooperation.  

 

APEC Cross Border Privacy Rules as Interoperability in Action 

 

Now, turning to APEC, I understand that Blair Stewart will further discuss the work in APEC, 

but I did want to take this opportunity to underscore how this work is supported at the highest 

levels in the U.S. Government. APEC’s recently completed Cross Border Privacy Rules (CBPR) 

system is a great example of the interoperability promoted by our White Paper.   

 

The APEC system promotes accountability by requiring that participating companies adhere to 

a verified set of baseline privacy commitments. 

 

In addition, any participating APEC economy must have an effective means of enforcing the 

commitments made by these companies. 

 

And finally, participating APEC economies will work together to provide enforcement and 

investigative assistance wherever possible.  

 

We expect that the CBPRs will be formally endorsed by the APEC Ministers in Hawaii in mid-

November, and we hope the system will go live in 2012. 

 

Once implemented, this system will help establish region-wide privacy policy compatibility, 

which will lower regulatory compliance costs while facilitating innovation and trade.  

 

Conclusion 

 

Thank you for this opportunity to provide a quick update on privacy-related developments in the 

United States. 

 

We are looking forward to the formal release of the White Paper, and we hope that many of you 

will take advantage of the opportunity to participate in our multi-stakeholder processes. 

 

I look forward to our continued collaboration to address global privacy challenges and to ensure 

an effective balance of privacy protection and innovation.   

 


